CARVING KNIVES

Murphy bench knives - quality maple handle beginner’s
knife in 2 blade sizes - unsharpened; - 5” wood handle
with 1-7/8” blade - #10500; 5” wood handle with 1-1/2”
blade - #10502............................................... $15.50 each
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Wayne Barton Chip Carving Knives Premier knives (American made - unsharpened)
Cutting knife #10533
Stab knife
#10532........................$39.95 each

Helvie knives - the
knife handles on the
left are made of hard
wood layers of veneers
(Pakkawood), dyed and
bonded with an epoxy
into beautiful
multi-colored designs.
The blades are tungstencarbon steel, honed to
a razor edge. Handles
are 5” to 5-1/4” long.

A - Detail mini blade, pencil handle - narrow body taper #10507.......$37.95
B - Detail oval - standard body shape (smooth handle); blade is approx.
3/8” wide and 1” to 1-1/4” long - #10508...........................................$37.95
C - Detail finger groove - oval body shape; blade is approx. 3/8” wide and 1”
to 1-1/4” long - #10508........................................................................$37.95
D - Roughout oval - standard body shape; blade is approx. 1/2” wide and
1-3/4” - 2” long - #10509-A.................................................................$37.95
E - Roughout finger groove - oval body shape; blade is approx. 1/2” wide
and 1-3/4” - 2” long - #10509-B.........................................................$37.95
F - Jumbo oval - standard body shape; blade is approx.5/8” wide and 2”and
over in length - #10510........................................................................$38.00

Mike Shipley Knives
(formerly Ron Wells knives) sharpened - $23.75 each
WK-1 - 2-1/4” walnut
handle #12340
WK-2 - 1-7/8” walnut
handle #12341
WK-3 - 1-1/2” walnut
handle #12342
WK-4 - 1-3/8” walnut
handle #12343

Helvie “Stubby” knife
Ideal for the ladies, with the same beautiful
handles s the standard Helvie knives.
Handles are 3-1/2” long.
Available in detail or roughing blade (specify)
#10511..................................................$37.95
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Helvie/Don Mertz Knives
These are the same fine Helvie knives with
blades of tungsten carbon steel, honed to a
razor edge, with cherry handles. Length of knife
is 6”. Designed by Don Mertz, the WoodBee
carver and a member of the Caricature Carvers of
America (specify #1, 2, or 3)
#10506-A.................................................$37.95

